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Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of Vision Loughton.

I hope you had a fantastic New Year and are now looking forward to 

2024 with a sense of renewed optimism and hope.

I’d be interested to know what your New Year’s resolutions are this year. 

It’s funny how we feel the need to wait for the start of a new week, or 

month, or year in order to make changes in our l ives. It seems to give it a 

sense of rightness, in a way. After all , there’s no point deciding to change 

your l ife on a Wednesday!

This is precisely why so many gyms have approached me about advertising 

recently. They know that now is the time to put themselves out there, as this is the prime 

time for people to begin a new fitness regime.

This year, I’m going to work hard at getting a good schedule in place. I want to ensure I’m as organised as 

possible so I can free up more headspace. I also want to ensure I’m setting aside time each month to treat 

myself. Whether that’s a meal out, travell ing somewhere new, or something as simple as rewatching a favourite 

film, I’d encourage you to do the same too.

We can now look forward to the days getting longer and brighter following the Winter Solstice on December 

22. I hope 2024 is a promising year for everyone.
      Brett Shohet

This is your town’s hyperlocal magazine, delivering to homes and businesses every month.

loughton@visionmag.co.uk | 0208 088 0386

www.visionmagessex.com | www.visionmagherts.com

@visionmagessex | @visionherts      @visionmagessex | @visionmageastherts       
 Vision Magazine Essex | Vision Magazine East Herts 

CONTRIBUTORS | Tabatha Fabray, Fiona Goble, Sophia Sheera  

All pages are recyclable 
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The bathroom you have always dreamed of

YOUR DESIGNER BATHROOM
Visit our showroom and see the latest bathroom ranges
Bathworks can offer supply only, or arrange supply & fit
196 High Road, Woodford Green, Essex  IG8 9EF 
Tel: 020 8504 1765     Email:  lloyd@bath-works.co.uk     www.bath-works.co.uk
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HOW GARY’S POST-PLAYING REINVENTION HAS WON HIM A SEAT IN THE DEN

W
hen the worlds of the ex-footballer and business collide, the results are not always impressive.

In the 1970s, a slew of former pros ploughed their retirement funds into the pub trade, with 

varying outcomes. Yet with the image of the modern game so much more polished, it follows that 

those who once acquired trophies and international caps are now looking to do the same in commerce.

The latest to chance his arm in the corporate space is Gary Neville, who this year is set to become the 

first ex-sportsman on the panel of Dragons’ Den. The former England and Manchester United defender 

may only be lowering himself onto one of the prized five chairs as a temporary guest on the show, but in 
many ways, the 48 year old’s televised reinvention from his usual work as a pundit on Sky Sports makes 

a lot of sense.

Despised by many an opposition supporter while playing, Neville these days gleans admiration and 

respect for his punditry – he offers clarity, honesty, intelligence and charisma as he surveys the game’s 

issues, be they tactical events on the pitch, or political events off it.

An ability to conduct a broad sweep of issues, with an approach that displays succinctness and wit, is of 

course the perfect fuel for any business environment. Neville’s starring role on the BBC’s standout reality 

show is reward for an already impressive track record in business. 

His first investment actually came as a 21 year old, when he put money into property development. Since 
then, his company, Relentless, has delved into hospitality, notably through two hotels – Hotel Football and 

the Stock Exchange Hotel – plus award-winning Leeds restaurant The Man Behind the Curtain.

He also owns a production company, Buzz 16, and his time travelling around the world as a 

footballer provided the perfect insight by which his GG Hospitality brand now looks to take client 

and consumer excellence forward to the next level.

“People sometimes ask me if I am more excited by business these days than I was being a 

footballer, and I can only answer that by saying they are entirely different specialisms,” says Neville.

“You will never replicate that thrill of walking out of the tunnel on a matchday, and when I retired, 

I made the decision to try to get as close to it as I could, so here I am. The good part of being in 

business is you don’t need to run around a pitch every day!’

The Dragons’ Den experience sees Neville – and fellow newbie Emma Grede, who made her 

name in fashion – put prospective entrepreneurs through their paces alongside established 

heavyweights Peter Jones CBE, Deborah Meaden, Touker Suleyman, Sara Davies MBE and 

Steven Bartlett, with the 21st series rumoured to begin on January 4, 2024.
With filming now wrapped, Neville can return to another side project, the award-winning chat 

podcast Stick to Football. Does the devoted husband and father-of-two, who also part-owns 

League Two side Salford City, ever crave a day off?

“For me, the thought of doing nothing is terrifying,” he laughs. “I actually admire people who can 

sit around and enjoy their retirement, because they must have more mental strength than me.
“I have to keep on, and it helps that I love the work I do, so why would I not?”

NEVILLENEVILLE
Nice one

      Photo credit: BBC Studios/Simon Pantlin
g

You will never replicate that thrill of

walking out of the tunnel on a matchday
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O
n January 21, people around the world will 

be celebrating all things squirrel because it’s 

Squirrel Appreciation Day. But will you be 

joining in the celebrations? 

In the UK, squirrels can divide opinion. And it’s not 

all about digging up spring bulbs. 

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

According to the nation’s Wildlife Trusts, there 

are about 2.5 million grey squirrels in the UK. But 

there are only around 140,000 red squirrels. Red 

squirrels are native to the UK, while grey squirrels 

were introduced from America by the Victorians in 

the 1800s. The problem is that greys compete with 

reds for food. Grey squirrels also carry a virus known 

as squirrel pox. They’re immune to it themselves, 

but it’s lethal for their red cousins.

IS THAT ALL?

Grey squirrels also strip the bark off trees and 

raid bird feeders. Sometimes, they even raid 

birds’ nests. And they can gnaw through plastic 

hosepipes and netting. 

DO GREY SQUIRRELS HAVE REDEEMING 

FEATURES?

Both types of squirrel are intelligent and agile. 

Amazingly, they can leap 10 times their body length. 

Their eyesight is fantastic, and their double-jointed 

legs mean they can run up and down trees at 

incredible speed.

DO GREY SQUIRRELS DO ANYTHING USEFUL?

Grey squirrels help regenerate forests by collecting 

and burying seeds in both the US and the UK. But, 

on balance, grey squirrels certainly do more harm 

than good. 

SO HOW CAN I HELP RED SQUIRRELS?

If you’re lucky enough to have red squirrels visit your 

garden – and you don’t have grey squirrels – here’s 

how you can help them. 

Leave out some hazelnuts in their shells, sweet 

chestnuts, sunflower seeds or pine nuts. You 
can also cultivate red squirrel-friendly plants 

such as brambles, dog roses, wild cherries and  

crab apples. 

DON’T YOU JUST LOVE THEM?

SQUiRRELS:

ViSIOn Loughton edition68  |  to advertise call 0208 088 0386  V8
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Jamie - Incredible product!!

Love love love this product, tastes fab too unlike a

lot of alternatives. I can feel the health benefits &

I'm loving the way my skin looks because of this. 

5.0

Sharon, 55: Days 1-23

60 Day60 Day
Money BackMoney Back
Guarantee!Guarantee!

Text 'more info'

Alison 07932 717496

FB/Insta @AliAloeLife 

Forever Marine Collagen
Marine collagen that actually works! Supports

your health and well-being, helps you stay fit,

flexible, active and looking fabulous too!  

Independent Forever Business Owner

Multi-Award winning

Hydrolysed liquid collagen

Vitamin C, plus Biotin & Zinc

Great taste

Easily absorbed

JOIN OUR 1-DAY EMERGENCY FIRST AID COURSE 

OR  3-DAY FIRST AID AT WORK COURSE

DID YOU KNOW

100,000

YOU CAN LEARN KEY LIFE-SAVING 

SKILLS FROM JUST £99

CONTACT US FOR COURSE DATES & 

MORE INFORMATION ON 07508 204656

enquiries@bbirisksolutions.com

www.bbirisksolutions.com

PEOPLE DIE EACH YEAR 
IN THE UK FROM 
SUDDEN CARDIAC ARREST?
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The funeral professionals... 
including simple, traditional and green funerals, 

direct cremation, specialist vehicles and horse

www.drobinson.co.uk 

Funerals as unique  
as the loved ones  

remembered 

Because sometimes, only the very best service & care will do 

Bespoke funerals to meet your wishes, 
including simple, traditional and green 

funerals, direct cremation, specialist 
vehicles and horse-drawn.

Preneed Funeral Plans

Dedicated 24 hour support to the 
community in our local funeral homes.

Epping

01992 560890

Loughton

0208 508 1008

Waltham Abbey

01992 711892

Funerals as unique as 
the loved ones remembered

Because sometimes, only the very best service & care will do

E
xperts believe that smell is the most powerful of the 

body’s five senses, so it’s no wonder we’ve been 
creating ways to make ourselves smell sweeter 

since ancient times. It’s big business, too. Today’s 
global perfume industry is worth £4.7billion and is still 
growing*. But what’s inside the perfume we buy – and 
how is it all put together?

INGREDIENTS
Traditionally, perfume was made from rose petals, jasmine, 
frankincense, myrrh, oakmoss, sandalwood, vanilla and 
citrus fruit, usually blended with oil.

Animal products were also used – especially musk, a 
glandular secretion from the musk deer, and ambergris, 
produced by the digestive system of sperm whales.

These days, most perfumes still contain some natural 
products, but synthetic ingredients now make up at 
least 70 per cent of most scents. Meanwhile, animal 
ingredients are becoming less acceptable to modern 
buyers – and hugely expensive.

Because manufacturers aren’t obliged to give away trade 
secrets, labels usually just list the scents as ‘fragrance’ – 
even if it’s a blend of hundreds of different ones.

HOW IS IT MADE?
There are a few stages involved in manufacturing perfume. 
First, the scents are extracted from the natural raw 
ingredients before being blended with the other ingredients. 
The mixture is then aged to improve the blending process.

WHAT ARE PERFUME ‘NOTES?
The smell of perfume on your skin changes as time 
goes by. This is all to do with ‘notes’, which 
describe the mix of fragrances. Top notes are 
what you smell when you first apply the perfume, 
and these evaporate quite quickly. The middle 
and base notes are longer lasting. 

WHO INVENTS THE SCENTS?
Specific scents are developed by perfumers, 
known as ‘noses’ because of their excellent 
sense of smell. There are only around 100 
noses in the world, most of them in France 
and Switzerland. Most popular perfumes take 
several years to perfect.
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*Verified Market Research, 2022

of success
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Who are we?
Ryancare Fostering is diverse 

small fostering agency with 

big resources

What is fostering?
Fostering is providing a comfortable, secure 
home for a vulnerable young person. It’s offering 
patience and understanding, compassion and 
care to children who need it.

Who can apply to be a foster carer?
We welcome people from all ethnic, cultural and 
religious backgrounds to join the Ryancare family.

fi nd out more

fi

The benefi ts of fostering

Group. They have been amazing 

Contact us

0208 088 3093 or 07551 153 539

 5A Wellington Road, Wanstead, London, E11 2AN

 info@ryancarefostering.com   www.nfa.co.uk

Contact us to arrange a visit!

      0300 303 5445        

      clientrelations.wg@oaklandcare.com

      Woodland Grove Care Home, 
 Rectory Lane, Loughton, Essex, IG10 3RU             

      oaklandcare.com/woodland-grove

Exceptional Residential, Nursing, 

Memory & Respite Care

O�ering the highest quality personalised 
care, with luxury living facilities and the 
freedom to explore and enjoy a range 
of hobbies, Woodland Grove care home 
will give residents the independence and 
support to continue living life to the fullest.

ALL-INCLUSIVE 
LUXURY CARE HOME
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  OUT WITH THE OLD 

J
anuary is a great time to engage in some post-holiday 

wardrobe organisation. If you received new clothes for 

Christmas or have stocked up on some sales bargains, 

now’s the time to let go of those ill-fitting items and things you 
haven’t worn for ages. 

1 
EMPTY your wardrobes, drawers and cupboards and pile all 

your clothes, shoes and accessories onto your bed. This will 

give you an idea of just how many clothes you have and help you 

think about what you actually need. 

2 
TRY everything on, even your underwear. If it doesn’t fit well, 
isn’t comfortable or you don’t like it – it’s time to let it go!

3 
SORT all your clothes and accessories into three piles: ‘yes’, 

‘no’ and ‘maybe’. 

4 
PUT the ‘yes’ pile back in your wardrobe, drawers 

and cupboards. Treat yourself to some new 

coat hangers and group similar items 

together. Also, organise your 

drawers with dividers, making 

everything easier to find. 

5 
CATEGORISE the ‘no’ 

pile into three groups: 

sell, give away and recycle. 

Sell gently used items 

through local pre-loved 

clothing stores or online. 

Give away things to friends, 

family or a charity shop. And 

recycle items at clothing or 

shoe banks, which you can 

find at council recycling centres 
or in the car park of some big 

supermarkets.

6 
PLACE ‘maybe’ items in a 

bag or box in a spare room 

or cupboard. Set a reminder for 

six months. After this period, 

if any items remain unworn, 

move them to a new ‘no’ pile 

for selling, donating or recycling. 

Things you wear can join your 

‘yes’ collection.

A new year clothes declutter is 

therapeutic as well as rewarding. 

Best of all, you’ll end up with a 

tidy and organised wardrobe 

filled with your favourite, well-
fitting pieces that bring a sense of clarity to 
your daily routine. 

Sell

Charity

Recycle

ViSIOn Loughton edition68  |  to advertise call 0208 088 0386  V13
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GOOD 
FATS 

BAD   
 FATS

VS...

W
hile fat used to have only negative 

connotations, we now know that 

not all fats are equal. Find out 

everything you need to know about dietary fats. 

What are the different types of fat? 

There are four main types of fat in our diets: 

monounsaturated fats, polyunsaturated fats, 

saturated fats, and trans fats. The first two are 
‘healthy fats’ as they help to maintain healthy 

cholesterol levels. The latter are ‘unhealthy fats’ as 

they can raise the level of bad cholesterol in your 

blood. Too much bad cholesterol could potentially 

lead to a stroke, heart attack or vascular dementia.

Examples of foods containing these four fats 

include...

Monounsaturated fats: Peanut butter | 
Almonds | Cashews | Olive oil | Avocado oil 

Polyunsaturated fats: Oily fish like mackerel 
and salmon | Rapeseed oil | Sunflower oil | Walnuts 

| Sunflower seeds

Saturated fats: Processed meat such as 

burgers, sausages and bacon | Hard cheeses | 
Whole milk | Butter | Suet 

Trans fats: Fried foods | Some takeaway foods 

| Snacks such as biscuits and cakes | Pies | Hard 

margarines made with hydrogenated oil 

How much fat should I eat? 

Roughly one-third of your daily energy should come 

from fat, the majority of which should be unsaturated. 

This is approximately 70g per day for a woman 

and 90g per day for a man. Saturated fat intake 

should be no more than 10 per cent of total daily 

energy and trans fats no more than five per cent. 
Polyunsaturated fats should be limited to five to 10 
per cent of your total calories and monounsaturated 

fats should make up 15 to 20 per cent. 

You can find out the total amount of fat and the 
saturated fat content on the nutritional label on most 

foods. Trans fats can be labelled as ‘hydrogenated 

fats’ or ‘hydrogenated vegetable oils’ in the list of 

ingredients. 
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This is a paid for service with a minimum visit of 

1.5 hours per week or 2 hours every fortnight.

For more information call: 

01462 420911

Now in West Essex

Need some help 
in the home?

Our team of home helpers can assist you 

with cleaning, shopping, laundry, 

bed change and much more…

All our Home Helpers have passed a thorough 

screening and training program including:

l  Enhanced Criminal Record Check (DBS Check)

l  Provided three excellent references

l  Training in Safeguarding & First Aid Awareness

Age UK Hertfordshire, a name you can trust.  

Cleaning for 1000’s of clients across Hertfordshire, now in West Essex.
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GET MORE
BUSINESS

we can help you 

Call 0208 088 0386

today to book

this space
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re you looking to take a different twist to your 

weightlifting regime? Discover the fitness 
craze of underwater weightlifting.

What is underwater weightlifting? 
As the name suggests, underwater weightlifting is a 

form of weightlifting that is carried out underwater. 

Marketed as the ultimate resistance training routine, 

underwater weightlifting combines the resistance of 

being in water with the additional strain of lifting 

weights. 

What are the benefits of underwater weightlifting? 

Some of the most notable effects that you may 

experience when regularly performing underwater 

weightlifting are:

 Increased core strength 

 Improved breathing techniques 

 Enhanced cardiovascular system 

 Better injury recovery 

 A mental health boost

 Lower stress levels 

 Improved muscle strength 

Are there any risks associated with underwater 
weightlifting? 

As you might expect from an activity that involves 

being underwater while lifting heavy weights, there 

are certain risks involved. It is not recommended to 

try underwater weightlifting if you suffer with vertigo 

or have balance issues. Plus, if you have any heart 

or lung problems, then you need to consult your GP 

before trying this regime. If you are not a confident 
swimmer, then you should stick to lifting in shallow 

water rather than lifting while submerged. 

How to get started with underwater weightlifting 

If you have not tried underwater weightlifting before, 

it is advisable to seek out professional help or attend 

a class such as Speedo WTRX Water Xtreme, which 

is led by a knowledgeable trainer. You can contact 

your local leisure centre for further advice on this 

and any classes available in your area. 

However, if you really want to practise this activity 

on your own and you have access to a private pool, 

start by lifting light weights in a part of the pool 

where you are able to touch the bottom with ease. 

A

UNDERUNDERWATERweightlifting weightlifting 
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The Rotary Club of Loughton Buckhurst Hill & Chigwell 
and The Rotary Club of Roding

Free
Memory
Supported by

Join us 10am to 12pm every First Friday
of the Month at the Loughton Club.
8 Station Rd. Loughton 1GIO 4NX

Enjoy refreshments, entertainment, memorabilia,
informal chats, singing, bingo etc.

Please contact: Chris or Fran
FRAN – 07903 274398 
CHRIS – 07510 297173

WE VISIT YOU AT HOME
Our carers can provide daily visits 

to help you with your daily needs

www.eprservices.co.uk l info@eprbusiness.co.uk

HOME SUPPORT & 
DOMICILARY CARE

SPECIAL AREAS
Dementia Care, Palliative/End of life, Physical & Learning  
Disabilities, Progressive conditions & Post operations

TYPES OF CARE
DOMICILIARY CARE SERVICES
Personal care, Medication, Appointments, 
Domestic support, help with meal  
preparation & shopping.

LIVE-IN-CARE
Short & Long term live-in-care, respite care, 
couples care & post operations care.

You can book your free appointment  

by calling us on 0208 088 0934
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www.goodlifelodge.com
info@goodlifelodge.com

01279 939082

Don’t just take our word 
for it……..
Having always been a bit of a golfer and having 
reached a point where it was time to downsize, 
Great Hadham Country Club was perfect.

We were moving from our family home in 
Hertford and looking to downsize and for an 
escape.

We met with Dani at Great Hadham who 
showed us round several homes before we 
eventually plumped for a Prestige  Plantation 
House

Once the sale of our home went through the 
actual purchasing was quick and easy, mainly 
due to the updates we had from the sales team.

We have now lived at Great Hadham for almost 
7 months and really couldn’t be happier. The 
wife has even bought some clubs now.

Mr and Mrs S

SHOW HOMES NOW OPEN

239 High Road, 

South Woodford, E18 2PB

 @lemahzenchocolatier

Open: Weds to Mon 11am - 6pm  

Closed Tuesdays

Delicious chocolate desserts and luxury hot 

chocolates with real melted Belgian chocolate!

W
hen you hear the phrase ‘flat pack’, a certain Swedish furniture store 
might spring to mind. However, when it comes to flat-pack hotels, it is 
budget hotel group Habitas that is the brains behind the operation. Find 

out more about this green tourism trend below.

WHAT ARE FLAT-PACK HOTELS? 
Although the concept may sound gimmicky, 3D-printed flat-pack hotels boast 
deep-seated eco-credentials and are based on the principles of modular housing 
and prefabricated architecture. The building parts are manufactured in a factory 
and then flat packed and shipped to a destination to be assembled on site. 

WHEN DID FLAT-PACK HOTELS FIRST LAUNCH? 
The hotel group Habitas opened its first flat-pack hotel in Tulum, Mexico, way 
back in 2017, with the aim of offering burnt-out city dwellers a stylish yet simple 
place to stay and recharge. This first-of-its-kind hotel boasts 32 rooms built on 
elevated platforms, a thatched roof and canvas walls.  

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF FLAT-PACK HOTELS?
There are many benefits to flat-pack hotels for the traveller, the environment and 
the hotel itself. Some of the most notable benefits are:
•• Quicker to construct than standard hotels 
•• More cost-effective owing to lower labour costs 
•• Lower carbon footprint owing to less waste and the use of sustainable materials 

WHAT IS THE FUTURE FOR FLAT-PACK HOTELS? 
Not just a passing trend, Habitas has built its own factory in Mexico which can 
manufacture hotel parts. The parts are then flat packed, shipped, assembled on 
site and opened for guests in less than 12 months. Since the first flat-pack hotel, 
more have opened in destinations such as Saudi Arabia, Costa Rica and Bhutan.

TRAVEL TREND:
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SOUTH INDIAN & SRI LANKAN CUISINE

Langston Road, Loughton, IG10 3TQ

visit: manjalrestaurant.com

Follow Us

Email: info.loughton@manjalrestaurant.com

EVENTSBARRESTAURANT

@manjalrestaurantuk

Restaurant Hire
Sports Bar | Field Hire | Football & Cricket

Manjal 

0208 088 2791

T
ake the dreariness out of dry January with these 

delectable, alcohol-free concoctions, guaranteed to please even the most discerning palates. 

These recipes each make one drink. 

COOL FRUIT MOCKTAIL

You will need: 
A thick slice of cucumber (chopped) | 4-5 mint leaves (chopped) | 200ml water | About 7 raspberries 

(frozen or fresh) | 120ml sparkling lemonade (clear) | Ice cubes

How to make: 
Bring the water to the boil in a small saucepan and add the cucumber and mint | Turn off the heat 

and leave for 2 minutes | Add the raspberries and squash them slightly | Strain the mixture | Pour 

40ml of the mixture into a tall glass | Add the ice cubes and top up with lemonade

NO-ALCOHOL NEGRONI

You will need: 
¼ grapefruit and ½ orange (unpeeled) cut into small chunks | 100g caster sugar | 3 crushed cardamom pods 

| A pinch of coriander seeds | 150ml cold water | Ice cubes | 25ml white grape juice | Grapefruit and orange 

slices for garnish

How to make: 
Put the grapefruit, orange, sugar, cardamom pods, coriander seeds and 125ml of the water into a saucepan 

| Bring to the boil and simmer for 5 minutes, then leave to cool | Strain the mixture and throw away the spices 

and fruit | Fill a tumbler with ice and the grapefruit and orange slices | Pour in 25ml of the syrup, the grape 

juice and the remaining water | Garnish with grapefruit and orange slices

TANGY FIZZ

You will need: 
1 pear, peeled, cored and sliced | 4 dried apricots, quartered | 50g golden 

caster sugar | 3 tsp honey | A sprig of rosemary | 100ml water | 2 tsp apple 

cider vinegar | 100ml cold sparkling water

How to make: 
Put the pear, apricots, sugar, honey, rosemary and water into a 

saucepan | Simmer for 10 minutes, then cool completely 

| Strain the syrup into a jug, add the apple cider 

vinegar and chill the mixture in the fridge for 

30 minutes | Pour 25ml of the syrup into 

a champagne glass and top up with 

the sparkling water. 

mocktails
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M
assively underappreciated and underused, dates are delicious, 

nutrient-dense and available in abundance at this time of year. 

They’re also perfect for creating delectable desserts, as 

this vegan, no-bake date stuffed cookie recipe shows!

YOU WILL NEED: 

120g rolled oats | 40g cacao powder | ½ tsp sea 

salt | 10 pitted Medjool dates | 3 tbsp coconut milk | 160g 

creamed coconut or coconut butter | 1 tsp vanilla bean 

paste | 1½ tsp maple syrup | Parchment paper | A cookie 

cutter (5cm)

HOW TO MAKE: 
 To make the base, add the oats, cacao powder and 

salt to a blender and blitz into a fine powder. 
 Next, add the Medjool dates and blend until fully 

combined.

 Add the coconut milk one tablespoon at a time, 

combining until you have a dough that sticks 

together between your fingers.
 Roll out the dough between two sheets 

of parchment paper and cut out 24 

shapes using the cookie cutter. 

 For the filling, melt the creamed coconut 
over a pot of simmering water in a heat-

resistant bowl. 

 Stir in the maple syrup and vanilla bean 

paste and whisk to combine, then allow 

to cool. 

 Place the mixture between two sheets of 

parchment paper, roll out to approximately ½cm 

in height and place in the freezer for 30 minutes. 

Once taken out, the filling should have a fondant-like 
consistency. 

 Use the same cookie cutter to cut out discs from 

the creamed coconut and then carefully sit them 

on top of one of the cookies. 

 Sandwich the cookies by placing another cookie 

disc on top of the creamed coconut mixture.

 Once made, these can be eaten right away or 

stored in an airtight container in the fridge for up 

to two weeks.

OTHER DATE DESSERT RECIPES TO TRY:

Date brownies | Chocolate-covered dates | Date caramel 

sauce | Upside-down date cake | Sticky date pudding | Apple 

and date pie. P
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 info@milaloughton.co.uk  www.milaloughton.co.uk 

 House 112, Connaught, 120 High Rd Loughton IG10 4HJ

OPENING HOURS: Monday-Sunday: 08:00am – 11:00pm

MILA RESTAURANT, BAR & GRILL

EXCEPT Saturday & Sunday
Bank Holidays  Special Occassions

MILA
BOTTOMLESS 

BRUNCH

MILA
LUNCH

Offer*Offer* Offer*

MON TO FRI

12.00 - 3.00pm

12.00 - 4.00pm

2 COURSE LUNCH

1 STARTER + 1 MAIN

SET MENU

5 HOT MEZE +5 COLD MEZE

UNLIMITED DRINKS

£12.50pp £29.00pp

EVERYDAY

BOOK 
NOW

 0208 418 9926 

Newly Opened

BREAKFAST, LUNCH & EVENING ✦ A LA CARTE MENU

FAMILY RESTAURANT ✦  25 YEARS RESTAURANT EXPERIENCE

SPECIAL MENUS ✦ PARTY CELEBRATIONS

*TIME LIMIT APPLIES – SEE ONLINE FOR DETAILS
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R
educe, reuse and recycle: the three Rs that can help you clear your 

home of the vast quantities of leftover Christmas wrapping paper, while 

at the same time doing your bit to help the environment. 

Check out these four creative ways to make use of 

unwanted gift wrap. 

 

1. Beautiful bunting or baubles
Whether you have traditional Christmas wrapping 

paper, kids’ character paper or a metallic variety, you 

can easily create your own  bunting using 

just  a pair of scissors and some string, or 

get a bit more creative and make some DIY 

baubles (watch online videos for instructions). 

Perfect for New Year, a 2024 birthday party or 

even for simply jazzing up a coffee morning. 

2. Cute confetti 
How often have you had to make a last-minute 

dash to a card shop to buy confetti for a party? 

Why not make your own instead by simply 

shredding leftover wrapping paper or even 

cutting out shapes using a cutter.

3. Perk up serving trays or drawers
Festive wrapping paper is perfect for injecting some life into an old, 

boring serving tray. Alternatively, bring some life into your cupboards 

and line your drawers with gift wrap and feel uplifted each time you 

open them. 

4. Magical magnets
A great idea for kids: cut out a small circle of your chosen piece of 

wrapping paper, affix to the bottom of a flat marble, add a magnet and 
stick to your fridge for a festive feel all year round. 

How to reuse your wrapping paper 
If you are keen to reuse your Christmas wrapping paper, and your kids 

haven’t destroyed it beyond repair, you can iron the paper before you use 

it to transform it back to its original glory. Make sure you set your iron to the 

lowest setting and cover the paper with a towel before applying any heat. 

Photo credit: centsationalgirl, offbeatandinspired, iheartorganizing, thoughtfullysimple, 

youaremyfave.com, instructables.com, momshavequestionstoo

Wrap it up!Wrap it up!Wrap it up!Wrap it up!
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STARTERS   |  À LA CARTE  |  WINES   |  COCKTAILS

Opening times: Monday: closed  Tue – Sun: 12:00 – 22:00

INST

At Lot 14, we aim to provide you with an unforgettable 

experience as you discover the taste of the sea. Indulge in 

exquisite seafood and sip on stunning cocktails.

PRIVATE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
Contact us: 01992 276094 | Email: bookings@lot14.co.uk  

www.lot14.co.uk | | 14 Forest Drive, Theydon Bois, CM16 7EY

CALL US ON 020 8088 3085
OR EMAIL

Italianbespokefurniture@outlook.com

COVERING WEST ESSEX & EAST HERTS

ITALIAN
BESPOKE
FURNITURE

CONTACT US TO ENHANCE YOUR HOME WITH ITALIAN STYLE

Elevate your space with exquisite 

Italian craftsmanship
We Create Custom Made Furniture Tailored To Your Requirements
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Showroom: 440-448 Larkshall Road, Chingford, London E4 9HH

Tel: 020 8523 3103  |   Email: showroom@ncscountersales.co.uk

Web: www.graciousliving.co.uk  

GRACIOUS LIVING

Bathrooms    Tiles    Fires    Fireplaces

Plaster Mouldings

Pantone Colour of the Year 2024:

PEACH 
FUZZ

E
very year, the design world waits with bated breath for 

Pantone to declare its colour of the year. For 2024, 

the 25th anniversary of this renowned announcement, 

the colour is the delicate Peach Fuzz. 

What does Peach Fuzz look like? 
Peach Fuzz is a soft peach tone that is nestled somewhere 

between pink and orange. Described as gentle, velvety and 

hardworking, this is a versatile shade that is guaranteed to 

dominate the catwalk and the world of interior design. As 

a tone that strikes the perfect balance between cool and 

warm, it can be used to either brighten a space or make 

it feel cosier. Pair with muted sage greens, soft blues and 

earthy tones for best results. 

Why was this colour chosen for 2024? 
This shade was selected as a direct response to the nation’s 

need for nurturing and compassion during times of turmoil, 

as well as our desire for a more peaceful future. Pantone 

colour specialist Leatrice Eisman said: “It’s a warm and 

cosy shade, and it’s very tactile. We feel that at a time like 

this, tactility is really important – to touch other people and 

gather them into our homes.”

How to incorporate Peach Fuzz into your home 
Paint the ceiling: If you want to try this colour trend 

without committing to a complete room overhaul, why not 

paint your bedroom or living room ceiling in this soft shade? 

Keep the rest of the walls neutral to ensure balance.

Choose new soft furnishings: Arguably the simplest way 

to incorporate a new colour into a room in your home, look 

out for peach-coloured throws, scatter cushions and rugs. 

Invest in a new statement piece of furniture: For those 

who want to go all out with this stunning shade, invest in a 

new piece of statement furniture such as a peach sofa, an 

armchair or a display cabinet. 

Paint your kitchen cabinets: If you are on a budget and 

want to update your kitchen, then giving your cabinets a 

fresh coat of Peach Fuzz paint is definitely the way to go. 
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Restore The Ambience,

Preserve The Character
...with all the charm of wood.

ENQUIRE TODAY :   020 8505 5656
info@ewgraceglass.co.uk    |    www.ewgraceglass.co.uk
EW Grace Glass, 28 High Road, Buckhurst Hill, Essex IG9 5HP.

Residence 9 is manufactured from a modern composite material to give a virtually 

maintenance-free finish. Only available in heritage colours, the ‘easy clean rebates’ are also 

foiled in the same finish, which means that the high, maintenance-free, appearance is 

maintained when the window is open.

EW Grace Glass, 28 High Road, 
Buckhurst Hill, Essex IG9 5HP.

50th Anniversary. Enhancing your home with style and grace

It can be considered for use in 

Conservation Areas due to its 

authentic appearance and is also 

appealing to any homeowner who 

wants a top-end luxury window.

It can accommodate 28mm double 

or 44mm triple glazing with 

market-leading thermal and acoustic 

performance. It is hand finished with 

the eye of a craftsman.

The new window 
system designed to 
replicate the 19th 
Century English 
Flush Window
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W
ould you like to add more 

wooden finishes to your home? 
Here’s how to mix different wood 

shades that will make your interior the 
envy of all your family and friends. 

Use complementing undertones

While it is completely fine to match different shades 
of wood in one space, if you want to stop a room 
from looking chaotic and badly thrown together, 
it can be a good idea to use complementing 

undertones. For example, you 
can use a lighter and darker 
shade of wood as long as they 
both have the same undertones, 
i.e. warm or cold. 

Add a buffer

If you are worried about mixing 
different shades of wood, then 
you may want to add a buffer 
item between each element. For 
example, if you have wooden 
flooring in one shade and a 
wooden table in another, try 
adding a rug in between the 
two as a visual barrier. Also, any 
white item or decorative feature 
will instantly help to break up 
multiple wood tones. 

Go with the grain 

If the different woods you would 
like to use all have a prominent grain, then try 
keeping the patterns similar so that the mood of 
the room is retained. For those who favour a larger 
or open grain, do not mix more than one of these 
together as it can feel like they are competing for 
attention.

Don’t go too wild 

When it comes to mixing different shades of wood 
in your home, less is most definitely more. Try to 
focus your efforts on adding just a few different 
shades of wood to start and then repeat throughout 
the room. As a general rule, opt for two or three 
shades of wood per room at the most. 

wonders of The
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T
alented, attractive, charismatic and perfectly grounded – is Claudia Winkleman terrestrial television’s 

elegantly-cloaked saviour?

Many of us may know someone who has ventured off for a murder-mystery weekend at a remote, 

windswept, crumbling castle. The concept is as old as, well, the castle itself, in some cases, but the BBC’s 

decision to reinvent the challenge in the form of a reality show has not just done wonders for its tumbling 

ratings; it’s also given the usually chatty Claudia Winkleman a whole new, almost silent persona.

The host of The Traitors, whose first-series success has led to the concept being brought back at the 
start of 2024, has revealed how the show’s producers were insistent on her keeping quiet during tense 

moments, something that didn’t come naturally to the perennially chatty host of Strictly Come 

Dancing, The Piano and Best Home Cook.

“As a presenter, I’ve always had to mould myself to new environments, situations and such, 

but I’ve always got through the discomfort by being outwardly vocal and chatty,” the 51 

year old admits.

“To be told I had to zip it was something quite new, and actually took a bit of getting 

used to, as I’m the sort of person who doesn’t like nervous silences… yet the show 

is built around them!”

The first series of The Traitors worked itself into a spectacular crescendo almost 

a year ago, and the expectations are that its return will further revive the kind 

of entertainment across main channels that appeared to be at risk of running 

out of ideas.

Winkleman, to her credit, has been the glue that’s prevented the terrestrial 

TV schedule from slipping into total oblivion. Her time on Strictly now totals a 

decade, and she has also hosted The Great British Sewing Bee, plus a host 

of one-off productions on both the Beeb and Channel 4. She also fronts the 

Saturday mid-morning show on Radio 2.

The star, who is the daughter of author and journalist Eve Pollard OBE gained her 

small-screen break when featuring on the likes of Holiday and This Morning in the 

early 1990s. She then progressed to the likes of Fame Academy, Comic Relief, 

Eurovision and a number of panel shows.

“I feel lucky to have had so many opportunities over the years, and I do feel we 

produce so much high-quality entertainment in this country. We are the envy of 

the world in that respect.”

It helps, of course, to have presenters as charismatic and versatile as Winkleman, 

who with her journalist hat on has written for the likes of The Sunday Times, The 

Independent, Metro, Cosmopolitan and Tatler.

The mother-of-three, who has been married to producer Kris Thykier since 2000, 

has also been vocal when it comes to charitable and public health issues; not least 

in 2015 after her daughter Matilda was badly burned when a Halloween costume 

she was wearing caught fire. Winkleman’s subsequent campaigning led to a change 
of the law.

“Career aims are great,” she concludes, “but family has always been everything to me, 

and I would give up everything I have achieved, in a heartbeat, in order to protect them.”

Perhaps the one ‘traitorous’ act we could forgive…WINKLEMANWINKLEMAN......

FAITHFUL FRIEND

Claudia

  Television’sPhoto credit: BBC
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Exploring Langton’s 
18th-century splendour

L
angtons House in Hornchurch offers 

the perfect combination of history and 

luxury, whether you’re planning your 

next big event or an afternoon walk. 

The wonderful thing about visiting manor 

houses is that they enable you to leave the 

stresses of the 21st century behind and 

escape to a simpler time. Langtons House 

is a perfect example of this, especially as it 

is nestled within six acres of stunning gardens and 

boasts its own ornamental lake.

A Grade II listed 18th-century structure, the 

property retains many of its original features, 

including Georgian windows, ornate fireplaces and 
decorative ceilings which preserve their original 

moulding. From the outside, it is impressive and 

imposing, while inside it still exudes luxury and 

decadence. 

The residence was owned by the Massu family, 

who were Huguenot refugees originally from 

France. They had 

achieved prosperity 

as silk merchants in the City of London. 

In 1929, the Massu family generously donated the 

house to the Hornchurch Urban District Council. 

This gift came with the stipulation that the building 

be dedicated to council-related activities and that 

the six acres of land remain accessible to members 

of the general public.

Just shy of a century since the Massus passed on 

this magnificent property, Langtons House remains 
a favourite destination for both locals and those 

from further afield.
With four ceremony rooms – East Room, West 

Room, Langtons Hall and The Orangery – it is a 

fabulous destination for any big event.

More than that, though, it holds perfect echoes 

of a decorative past. With lottery grants allowing 

restoration to parts of the house such as The 

Orangery in recent years, the house you see today 

is just as magnificent as it would have been in 
days gone by – a building and estate locked in the 

traditions of the past, while looking ahead to an 

elegant future.
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Replace the pane, not the frame!

Have Your Windows 
Steamed Up?

Social distancing in operation Faulty locks, handles or hinges?

Priority freephone

www.cloudy2clear.co.uk

Love Your Home - Protect Your Windows - Save Money 

All glazing backed by our

“I really liked the fact 
that they were a local 

community run business”  
Janet Beard Get a FREE Quote

We are a 
Checkatrade

Member

Cloudy2Clear, A Local 
Service, Saving You Money.
As a leading domestic glass 
replacement company for more 
than 16 years, Cloudy2Clear 
windows are the leading name 
in the industry. There is no 
need for you to risk your 
windows by using the dreaded 
double glazing cowboy down 
the street. You can join over 
336,000 happy customers and 
replace your glass ethically 
and affordably. If you have 
a failed glass unit, it may 
not provide you with the 
protection you need or be as 
energy-efficient as it once 
was. Take a minute to check 
your home to see if any double 
glazing has failed? Taking 
action now can prevent future 
financial problems.

When talking to the Manager of 
Cloudy2Clear windows Chris 
Miller it became clear that these 

values have been held dear for a 
number of years. Since starting 
the business some years ago 
Cloudy2Clear have remained true 
to their core values of supporting 
the local community by providing a 
service that saves the public money.

The Cloudy2Clear service only 
requires the glass to be replaced 
and not the whole window once the 
unit has failed. Chris commented 
“Cloudy2Clear were able to assist 
our community through the last 
financial crisis in 2008 due to the 
savings that can be made in using 
our service. Unfortunately we 
might be going through something 
similar again soon and the public 
can rest assured that we will be 
there to help once again”.

For a free quotation please call 
0800 61 21 118 or visit www.
cloudy2clear.co.uk.

Ask me about our 
fantastic Energy 
Saving Glass.
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Did you know your smartphone 

can now control your alarm 

system through an app?

Control your security

Be Appsolutely connected

CCTV Systems l Alarm Systems 

Fire Alarms l Door Entry Systems l Safes

Vehicle Alarms & Tracking l Ghost Immobilizers 

020-8529-5710 l www.cobra-ss.co.uk 
155 Station Road, Chingford, London, E4 6AG

 NEW SYSTEMS SUPPLIED 
& FITTED FROM £450.00 
(OR WE MAY BE ABLE UPGRADE 

YOUR EXISTING SYSTEM)

Domestic Oven Cleaning Specialists
Est. since 2007

Trading Standards 
Approved

PLEASE CALL FOR A FREE QUOTATION

01279 432444  www.ovenbright.co.uk

Prices
Single oven incl. shelves & grill pan ...............................£48.00
Double oven incl. shelves & grill pan .............................£59.00
Range incl. shelves & grill pan ..............................From £68.00
AGAs .......................................................................From £100.00
Hobs .......................................................................... From £17.00
Extractors .................................................................From £18.00
Microwaves .............................................................From £20.00
..........................................................................................No VAT to pay

MEMBER

AFTER

BEFORE

PUT THE SPARKLE BACK INTO YOUR KITCHEN

‘The county has given me 
everything’
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H
e is a pioneer of modern culture, 

launching 1,000 bands and singers, 

endowed with an encyclopaedic 

knowledge of music, and at the same time 

acting as a proud custodian of Essex. He is 

Steve Lamacq.

Many are surprised to find Steve Lamacq 
quite diminutive in height. Mostly because the 

DJ, who has pioneered new music across BBC 

radio over the past three decades, possesses 

true giant status in the music industry.

Outside the cast of The Only Way is Essex, 

the now 59 year old is perhaps the proudest 

and most vocal advocate of his home county 

(notwithstanding the fact he was born in 

Hampshire!). Rarely one of his Radio 6 Music 

shows goes by without mention of the influence 
Harlow had on him, or growing up in Halstead, 

or the emotion attached to his beloved 

Colchester United.

It all began back in the Harlow Square music 

venue in 1978. Lamacq credits the band The 

Lurkers for inspiring him to pursue a career in 

music; something he furthered when studying 

journalism at the new town’s college, before 

getting a job at the West Essex Gazette.

Pirate radio, Greater London Radio, NME 

magazine and even Top of the Pops followed 

(although on reflection Lamacq was perhaps 
much too alternative for the mainstream 

commerciality of the Top 40).

The radio star’s talent comes through 

perseverance. Even now, as someone 

indelibly front-of-stage as one of the 

most approachable, knowledgeable and 

influential forces in a rapidly evolving record 
industry, his passion is as great as ever.

“For me, the elixir of music is seeing a 

band live,” he says. “It could be in front of 

10 people or 10,000 – it is an experience 

that always excites me.”

Essex certainly needs to feel proud of 

one of its greatest exports. 

Steve says: “The county has given me 

everything and I’m never held back in my 

admiration for it.”

Nor us for you, Steve.

Photo credit: B

BC/Ray Burmiston
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PUPPY SCHOOL IN LOUGHTON   

Debden Park High School, Willingdale 

Road, Debden, Loughton, IG10 2BQ

Starting from Tuesday, January 9, 

6.30pm – 7.15pm

Heath’s Personal Dog Training is bringing Puppy 
School back for the beginning of 2024. Aimed at pups 
between 12 and 20 weeks old, participants will learn 
skills such as settling around distractions and knowing 
what to chew and what to leave. 

The price for five sessions is £95, and there are 
multiple packages on offer at www.hpdt.co.uk/dog-
training/training-classes/puppy-training-in-loughton

TALES FROM THE BAR 

All Saints’ Woodford Wells, Inmans Row, 

Woodford Green, IG8 0NH

Wednesday, January 10, 2.30pm

Judge William Kennedy will present a talk for the 
Woodford & District National Trust on his varied career 
as a circuit judge. Both members and visitors are 
welcome.

Tickets cost £3 for visitors and entry is free for 
members. Email speller643@btinternet.com for more 
information. 

HOW TO GET DOWN FROM A YAK 

Bancroft’s School, 611-627 High Road, 

Woodford Green, IG8 0RF

Wednesday, January 10, 8pm

Author and academic Chris Aslan will deliver a lecture 
on the importance of yak wool to the history and 
survival of nomadic cultures. 

A donation is requested but not necessary. Please 
contact Mary Affleck at marycaffleck@gmail.com for 
more information. 

A MURDER IS ANNOUNCED – AGATHA 

CHRISTIE 

Lopping Hall, High Road, Loughton, IG10 4LF

Thursday, January 11, to Saturday, January 

13, 8pm

Join Miss Letitia Blacklock, Inspector Craddock and 
amateur sleuth Miss Marple as they uncover the 
identity of a murderer in this exciting play, adapted by 
Leslie Darbon. 

Tickets are available for £12 from www.lads.org.uk

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 

Lopping Hall, 189 High Road, 

Loughton, IG10 4LF

Friday, January 26, to Sunday, January 28, 

various times

Come down to Lopping Hall for Tom Whalley’s take 
on the pantomimic classic with the Upstage Theatre 
Company. 

Join Belle, Nanny Fanny and friends in the little 
French town of Loufton. Adventure, thrills and laughs 
abound as characters and audience alike learn never 
to judge a book by its beastly cover! 

Tickets cost £10 for adults and £7 for children aged 
up to 15. Book your ticket via www.bit.ly/3RGCnO7

EPPING FOREST CAMPUS OPEN EVENING  

New City College, Borders Lane, 

Loughton, IG10 3SA

Tuesday, January 30, 4pm – 7pm

New City College is hosting an open evening on its 
Epping Forest campus, which caters for adults and 
16 to 18 year olds. Guests will be able to speak to 
tutors from various subjects and find out more about 
enrolling at the college. 

To book your free ticket, visit www.shorturl.at/opFI7

YOUR LOCAL EVENTSW
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Photo credit: New City College Epping Forest

Photo credit: Heath’s Personal Dog Training

Support local

businesses

Please let your local businesses know 
�at you saw �em first in...Vision
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From home to business security, here at 
Sovereign we offer a variety of Security 
Services from CCTV and Intruder Alarms

  Select from a package that suits  

your needs: budget, location and  

what level of protection you are after 

  Specialising in fogging systems  

 for high risk asset protection

  With remote connectivity this  

  allows you to monitor your  

  home from your phone.

CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS: 

Call: 0208 088 3147 

Email: info@sovereignguards.co.uk

www.sovereignguards.co.uk

PROVIDING YOU WITH 24 HOUR SECURITY

W
e know all too well the benefits of a good 
night’s sleep, yet when parenthood comes 
along there is an acceptance that it’s one 

of the first things to fall by the wayside, followed 
closely by the sports car and the social life. Yet 
maximising sleep as a parent isn’t just good for 
mums and dads – it’s brilliant for kids too. And 
having a household where there’s not a single 
family member clawing for the coffee or at the lid 
of the sweet jar is something we can all achieve by 
following a few key steps.

1. Regular as clockwork
Scientists have proven that kids love regularity and 
repetition – it’s good for them. And sleep should be 
the very first exemplar of that, with set bed times 
only altered by the occasional treat (perhaps an 
evening out or a movie night). Getting your kids into 
a routine means not disturbing your own.

2. You are what you eat
Consider what you feed your kids in the lead-up to 

bed time. Anything with sugar in should be avoided, 
while fizzy drinks are a similar recipe for insomnia.

3. Little screen, big trouble
TVs, tablets, phones and games, just like sweet 
treats, are brain stimulators, so expecting your 
child to switch off after a bout of LCD exposure is 
optimistic to say the least.

4. (Don’t) let there be light
Dim lights, draw curtains and soften the mood in 
the lead-up to the bed time hour, creating a sleepy 
environment for all.

5. Ignorance is bliss
While ignoring kids who won’t settle feels cruel, if 
you’re constantly on call to cries from the cot or 
bedroom then they’ll know they’ve got your number. 
The chances are a moaning child who claims they 
can’t sleep will only complain for a short while 
before drifting off into a perfect slumber, allowing 
you to follow suit.

K
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Sleep 
              Treat

The

How to maximise your children’s (and, subsequently, your own) sleep 
time, no matter what their age
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BUILDING TRUST 

WITH QUALITY 

WORK

 CLEAR INSPIRIATION –

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES 

info@infiniteglass.co.uk 0208 088 0920
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1. Read to your child
It is through hearing stories that children are 

introduced to a wide range of words, which helps 

them build their own understanding of the world. 

They are improving their vocabulary and at the 

same time stimulating their imagination. Most 

importantly this instills in them a love for books. 

2. Encourage and ask questions while reading
This is crucial in helping your child to comprehend 

what they are reading. For younger ones ask 

“Can you see?” questions. For older children ask 

questions throughout the book, like “Why do you 

think the boy is angry?”. Identifying emotions is a 

great way for them to connect with stories. 

3. Set an example and read too!
Show your child that adults need to read too. Read 

around the house in front of them – remember, 

children learn by example! So treat yourself to an 

attention-grabbing book and put your feet up. 

4. Identify letters in their natural settings
Encourage your child to take in all the writing 

they are surrounded by, for example labels, traffic 
signs and billboards. Children are naturally curious 

about their surroundings and use this to your 

advantage and teach away. 

5. Teaching phonics
Using various games like alphabet crafts, snap, 

tossing a small stone on the appropriate letter, and 

practicing writing the various phonics onto paper 

encourage your child to learn all the sounds. 

6. Blending 
After saying the individual sounds, the ability to 

hear the dynamic of a word (known as blending) 

follows, for example P-I-G is Pig. If you practice 

your child will eventually be able to blend words 

independently. Once they are confident blending 
consonants and vowels, you can move onto sight 

words and word families like hop and pop.

TEACH YOUR CHILD TO READ
  6 simple steps to 6 simple steps to   
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Price Match Guarantee    |   Super Service    |   Expert Knowledge    |    Contact-Free Delivery
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electrical retailer

Floorcare appliances
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WARDROBES      n    BUILT IN WARDROBES     n    FITTED KITCHENS     n    SLIDING  WARDROBES

LUXURY BESPOKE WARDROBES & KITCHENS

CONTACT US 

01708 756789 n 0208 088 0876

Made to order in the UK  n  10 Year Product Guarantee 

Soft Close Doors As Standard  n  We fit wardrobes in less than 2-3 weeks

www.bestfittedwardrobe.co.uk 

info@bestfittedwardrobe.co.uk
Best Fitted Wardrobe Ltd  Unit A3, Seedbed Centre, Davidson Way, RM7 0AZ

12 MONTHS

INTEREST

FREE
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www.hainaulttradewindows.co.uk

FSG
Doors
Windows 
Aluminium 
Conservatories 
Roof Lights/Lanterns

At Hainault Trade Windows we 
are built upon reputation, trust, 
High-quality items at cost-effective 
prices and a clear understanding 
of supply and demand for the trades.

Are you a tradesman in Essex and the 
surrounding areas? Are you looking for 
trade products including any the following, 
then we can help :-

Get a quote now

Unlimited Polymer Solutions

0208 088 4153

FSG
Doors
Windows
Aluminium
Conservatories
Roof Lights/Lanterns

High-quality items at cost-effective 

   

High-quality items at cost-effective 

 

MAINTENANCE

• TREES •

LANDSCAPING

WE CAN TAKE CARE OF YOUR TREE 

PRESERVATION ORDERS & ANY PLANNING 

APPLICATIONS FOR TREE WORK

• Garden Maintenance • Garden Rooms & Structures • Turfing
• Pressure Washing • Driveways • Weed Control • Irrigation

• Decking & Fencing • Ponds & Water features

• Tree & Hedge Care • Garden Clearing • Large Area Mowing

0208 088 08730208 088 0873

enquiries@specialistgarden.co.uk enquiries@specialistgarden.co.uk  SpecialistGardenCompany SpecialistGardenCompany

www.specialistgarden.co.ukwww.specialistgarden.co.uk

TH INGS TO

PLANT IN FEBRUARY 
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A
s the cold weather continues, gardening might be the last thing on your mind. 

However, if you want to enjoy a pretty and plentiful spring garden, you need to 

start sowing sooner rather than later. 

Hardy annuals and perennials 

Annuals that require a long growing season, such as lobelia, petunia, 

snapdragon and verbena, can benefit from being sown early. Start indoors 
or in a heated propagator to harden off before moving outside in the spring. 

Tough perennials, such as lupins, violas and hardy geraniums, can tolerate 

being planted in February and will brighten up even the barest of gardens.  

Greenhouse crops 

Chillies and tomato seeds can be sown indoors on a windowsill or in a 

heated greenhouse from February and will thrive as long as they have 

enough heat to germinate. Aubergines can also benefit from being sown 
early as the longer their season of growth, the greater chance they have to fruit. They 

need a minimum temperature of 25 degrees to germinate. 

Hardy vegetables 

Vegetables such as peas, broccoli, kale, leeks and spinach are all strong enough 

to survive a cold snap. Start inside to establish growth, thin to leave the healthiest 
seedlings, and then move to the garden. Broad beans can be sown directly 

outdoors as long as the soil isn’t frozen, and garlic and shallots can be planted in 

light soil from mid to late February. 

Summer-flowering bulbs 

Lily bulbs can be planted in a sunny spot outside in rich, well-drained soil from 

February onwards and make fantastic summer border flowers. Agapanthus bulbs 
are also perfect for this time of year, but should be planted in containers so that 

they can be brought under cover if frost occurs. 

Other jobs to do in the garden in February:

> Prune winter-blooming shrubs

> Sprinkle slow-release fertiliser around the base of roses
> Cut down deciduous ornamental grasses 

> Chit seed potatoes by placing them in trays (sprouting eyes up) in a light, dry room.
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PLEASE
YOUR PETS

Plants to 

I
f you have a dog or cat, you need to be mindful 

of the plants you grow in your garden as some 

can cause them harm. Discover the prettiest pet-

friendly plants for your outside space below. 

SNAPDRAGON: Snapdragon is recognisable by 

its tubular flowers that come in an array of bright 
colours. A short-lived perennial, all elements of this 

plant are safe for dogs and cats to consume. 

BEE BALM: The flowers of bee balm plants are 
often compared to fireworks, with their unique 
appearance making them a popular choice for 
many UK gardens. A magnet for bees, butterflies 
and hummingbirds, bee balm is also safe for pets. 

CRAPE MYRTLE: Providing colour all year round, 

crape myrtle is non-toxic to both cats and dogs and 

requires little attention once it is established. There 
are many varieties to choose from, with options to 

suit gardens of all sizes. 

CORAL BELLS: Coral bells come in a variety of 

colours and shapes and are known for their high 
tolerance levels. Non-toxic to pets, these can be 

planted anywhere in your garden. 

FUCHSIA: One of the most popular flowers 
for hanging baskets, fuchsia is completely safe 
for cats and dogs and is also a firm favourite of 
hummingbirds. 

CAMELLIA: Camellia is a showy flower that 
guarantees to brighten up your garden, and all parts 

of this plant are harmless to pets if ingested. Use 

in foundation plantings, hedging and screening for 

best results. 

SUNFLOWER: Annual sunflowers make a 
cheerful addition to any garden and, fortunately, 

they are non-toxic to both cats and dogs. In fact, 

some dogs enjoy the nutty taste of their seeds and 

cats are often attracted to their leaves. 

PLANTS THAT CAN BE HARMFUL TO PETS:

Aloe vera | Carnations | Chrysanthemums | Dahlias 

| Irises | Lily of the Valley | Peonies | Delphiniums | 
Tulips | Tomato Leaves | Autumn Crocus.
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GAS | HEATING | PLUMBING

WE UNDERTAKE ALL BOILER WORK

SERVICE | REPAIR | INSTALL 

UNVENTED INSTALLATION

LANDLORD CERTIFICATION

CALL US ON 07581 003 935 TO LEARN MORE

 enquiries@beboilersafeuk.co.uk

 www.beboilersafeuk.co.uk

EPPING & SURROUNDING AREAS

PETNUP?

P
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n estimated one in four divorces now 

involves a dispute over a pet. If you co-

own a pet with a partner or spouse, 

even if you are happy together, it can be a 

good idea to know your rights if the worst 

does happen. 

WhaT is a PETNUP? 

A petnup is drawn up in much the same way 

as a prenup but is designed to specifically deal 
with pets. It typically includes elements such 

as ownership, custody, maintenance and other 

arrangements for your pet in the event that you get 

divorced or separated.

WhaT To do if yoU caN’T agrEE oN cUsTody

If you can’t agree on who gets custody of the family 

pet, then you may want to consider mediation. This 

involves you and your ex-partner sitting down with 

a trained impartial mediator to try to solve the issue 

without having to go to court. 

hoW is PET cUsTody lEgally dEcidEd iN ENglaNd?

If you are unable to agree on who will have 

ownership of the family pet on your own or with 

the help of mediation, then the courts will check 

who has proof of ownership and rule in their 

favour. 

They will look at:

 Who bought the animal?

 Who primarily cares for it? 

 Who pays the vet bills? 

 Whose name is the pet registered/microchipped 

under? 

The only exception is if there is clear evidence that 

the pet was gifted to the other party. 

ThE WElfarE of yoUr PET is ParamoUNT

Animals are sensitive to change and will be aware 

of any tension in the home, so you need to make 

sure you put their welfare first. Changes in living 
arrangements and routines can also cause upset 

and may affect their behaviour. 

Do you need a

A

SIGN HERE: 
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B
udgeting is hard enough, but for 

people with an irregular income, 

it can seem almost impossible. 

Whether you are self-employed, working a 

zero-hours contract, or claiming Universal 

Credit, the below top tips will help you 

manage your money from one month to 

the next. 

BUDGET FOR LOWER INCOME MONTHS 

Although you may be tempted to set your budget 

based on the best-case scenario, this can leave 

you short. Instead, budget for your lowest income 

month as this will ensure you have all your essential 

costs covered. Then, if you have a good month, 

you can revise next month’s budget or add to your 

savings. 

MONITOR YOUR OUTGOINGS 

You may not know exactly how much money you 

are going to have coming in each month, but 

you can work out how much needs to go out. By 

monitoring your outgoings, you can stay on top 

of your finances and identify areas where you can 
cut back. Make sure you include your bills, food 

shopping and other essentials, such as travel costs. 

PLAN AHEAD 

If your income fluctuates at different times of the 
year – for example, you make more during the 

summer months or the run-up to Christmas is your 

busiest time – then make sure you put some of this 

income aside to help see you through during quieter 

periods. Also, don’t forget to factor in times of the 

year when your outgoings are higher, such as when 

annual bills are due or in winter when your energy 

bills are higher. 

HAVE AN EMERGENCY FUND 

Rather than spend any spare income that you 

have during a good month, it is a much better idea 

to set up an emergency fund to get you through 

times when your income might be lower. Ideally, 

this should be enough to cover three months of 

essential outgoings. Set this up in a separate bank 

account, or you can save it in a money box.

MONEY  

£

MONEY

M
A

Y
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CARD

MACHINE

OFFER

Office
Cleaning

Free next day
settlement

MERCHANT

SERVICES

Beewise with what
your business
needs.

Join the Beewise
Family

 £1

ONLY

Low rates

24/7 Helpdesk

£1 terminal rental

0208 088 3086

www.beewiseltd.co.uk
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Is Your Car Truly Safe?

carkeyssolutions.co.uk      
contact@carkeyssolutions.co.uk

Greater London
& surrounding
M25 areas 

7 days a week
8am to 10pm

SMART CAR PROTECTION WITH GHOST IMMOBILISER

£450
FROM ONLY

UK'S MOST TRUSTED AND REVIEWED AUTO
LOCKSMITH WITH EMERGENCY RESPONSE

CAR & VAN SECURITY SPECIALISTS

02080883140

 0208 088 3140
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re you thinking of splashing out on a new set 

of wheels, but can’t quite decide between a 

blue Beamer or a silver SUV? Well, studies 

suggest your choice of car colour says a lot more 

about your personality than you may think.

GREY/SILVER

Grey and silver gives off a light air of wealth, taste 

and prestige, while the neutrality of the colours and 

their ability to camouflage dirt points to a busy, 
work-heavy lifestyle. As of 2023, grey is the most 

common car colour in the UK, with more than 25 

per cent of British road users opting for this cool 

colour. 

GREEN

It’s easy to assume that driving a green car hints at 

an environmentally friendly outlook, and whilst it is 

suggested that those in green will be less inclined 

to fill up their tank with toxic nasties, the real reason 
behind picking an emerald automobile is that it 

reflects a gentle and patient nature. Either that, or 
you’ve just purchased a vintage Jag in beautiful 

British Racing Green – the iconic motor racing 

colour commonly associated with the UK.

BLUE

Owning a blue car doesn’t mean you’re a 

downbeat person – instead, it signifies that you 
like to promote an optimistic and stable image to 

the world. You might not be flamboyant enough 
to go for a red or orange roadster, for example, 

but you’re willing to find common ground 
with your more outlandish automotive 

associates.

RED

This classic car colour is usually associated with 

boy racers and other speedy scoundrels – and 

perhaps rightly so. Driving a red car is said to show 

you have high energy and an outgoing personality. 

With that in mind, it’s little wonder red has long 

been the colour of choice for vibrant Italian vehicles 

such as the Ferrari.

BLACK

Whether it’s an LBD or tuxedo reception, black has 
long been synonymous with sophistication and 

luxury. And when it comes to car colour, it tends 
to suggest in its driver a dignified personality that 
eschews over-exuberant displays of wealth, whilst 
still wanting to signal authority to fellow motorists. 

And just like the Men in Black, you don’t mind a bit 

of mystery in your life, either.

ORANGE

You don’t see many orange cars, and that’s exactly 
why a carrot-coloured four-wheeler is representative 

of a driver who does their best to stand out from 

the crowd. If you’re artistic, eccentric, fun-loving 

or trendy, an orange car is sure to turn heads… 

which is maybe why it’s more commonly seen 

adorning futuristic supercars such as Lotuses or 

Lamborghinis. 

A

IT BLACK
Paint
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ESTABLISHED FOR OVER 30 YEARS

MOB: 07745 629957

TAKING CARE OF YOUR 

MAJOR & MINOR 

BUMPER SCUFFS, DENTS, 

SCRATCHES & MORE...

45 SQUIRRELS HEATH LANE, 

GIDEA PARK, ESSEX, RM2 6DP

SQUIRRELS HEATH AUTOS

0208 088 3418

www.monsterwash.co.uk

monsterwashessex@gmail.com

Unit 6, Gravel Lane, Chigwell IG7

EXPERIENCE THE FUTURE OF CAR 
CLEANING WITH OUR STATE-OF-ART 

TOUCHLESS WASHING SYSTEM

OPEN: MON-FRI 8AM - 9PM

SAT- SUN 10AM - 6PM

REQUIRES 

BOOKING
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T
he Eiffel Tower is the most visited paid tourist attraction 

in the world. Every year, around seven million people visit 

and savour the glorious views over Paris. Not bad for a 

structure that was only ever meant to be temporary. 

In 1889, Paris hosted the grand World’s Fair to mark the 100th 

anniversary of the French Revolution. The competition to design 

a monument for the fair’s entrance was won by a company run 

by architect and civil engineer Gustave Eiffel – who died 100 

years ago last month at the age of 91.  

While Gustave Eiffel gave the structure its name, the original 

design was the work of one of his engineers, Maurice 

Koechlin. But Eiffel didn’t like Koechlin’s initial plan and asked 

him to make it more elaborate.

The final design needed more than 18,000 pieces of iron held 
together by 2.5 million rivets. It took hundreds of workers 

two years to build the tower, which was almost 300 metres 

(nearly 1,000 feet) high. When it was finished, it was the 
tallest man-made structure in the world.

While many felt the Eiffel Tower was an architectural 

marvel, not all Parisians agreed. Some thought it was 

ugly, and others thought it wasn’t safe. 

The tower was almost dismantled in 1909. By 

then, however, city officials realised how popular 
it had become. They also realised it was a useful 

radiotelegraph station. So they decided to preserve 

it. This was just as well as the tower played a vital 

role in communications in both World Wars. 

Today, the Eiffel Tower is one of the best-known 

structures in the world. It was renovated in 

1986 and it now gets a fresh coat of paint 

every seven years, ensuring it remains in 

tip-top shape for visitors to the city of 

light – and love.
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GOLF CLUB

Celebrate at 

Woolston Manor Clubhouse 

Enjoy the benefits of 

Woolston Manor Golf Club

You can celebrate in style in one of our 

stunning event spaces. The Clubhouse, 

set in 200 acres of beautiful grounds and 

lakes, boast a sweeping driveway, 

high ceilings and elegance. 

Woolston Manor Golf Club membership 

provides you with access to the superb 

championship golf course, modern 

clubhouse, fixtures, competitions, social 

calendar and top class catering.

Woolston Manor Golf Club, Abridge Road, Chigwell, IG7 6BX

 0208 500 2549  info@woolstonmanor.co.uk   woolstonmanor.co.uk

With our Individual, Joint & 

Corporate Membership options

The Special Venue for all your 

Weddings & Parties
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ENGLAND EXPECTSENGLAND EXPECTS
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W
ith the group draw made, England are 

gearing up for potential success at Euro 

2024, while Scotland also celebrate a 

return to the football elite.

Following the draw for the group stages 

of Germany 2024, England can now begin 

preparations for their European Championships 

campaign in earnest.

Their journey begins on June 16 in Gelsenkirchen, 

when Serbia are the opponents – the match 

representing a first meeting between the two 

countries.

Then, it’s Denmark in Frankfurt – when the Danes 

will be looking to avenge their Euro 2020 semi-

final defeat – before the group stage concludes in 

Cologne against Slovenia.

Three Lions manager, Gareth Southgate OBE, 

expressed mixed feelings about the draw, saying 

England will show absolute respect to their trio; yet 

also recognising the potential for tougher challenges 

that will surely follow in the knockout phase. 

Their prospects post-group stage include 

possibly facing the third-placed team from 

Groups D, E or F in the last 16 – 

which could be Wales, should 

they negotiate a 

route through a complicated playoff picture – then a 

potential quarter-final against Scotland.

The brief for England is pretty clear – win the 

thing. That may sound like a bold aim, but the Three 

Lions squad has never been laced with such talent, 

flair, resilience and mental strength – something 

tightened by impressive performances at the last 

three major tournaments.

The bookmakers make England pre-tournament 

favourites, followed by France, Germany (the 

hosts), Spain and Portugal. So the question is... is 

football finally coming home?

As for Scotland, they face a rigorous test of their 

credentials in Group A, beginning their campaign 

against host nation Germany on June 14. 

Steve Clarke’s men will also contend with an 

organised Switzerland outfit, and Hungary, who 

have reached the Euro finals for the third time in 

a row. The Scots have a history of starting big 

tournaments with a bang, reminiscent of their 

World Cup 1998 opener against Brazil.

For the Scots, their football regeneration 

means qualification is achievement 

enough, but don’t rule out the Tartan 

Army upsetting the applecart 

along the way.
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THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE V I S I O N  LISTINGS...CALL 0208 088 03860208 088 0386 TODAY

ACCOUNTANT & TAX ADVISORS

ALL THINGS ACCOUNTING 

Accounting & tax services, we help with self-assessment tax 
return, corporation tax return, payroll, VAT return, CIS return 
& bookkeeping. Call 07539 035537 for free initial consultation

ACUPUNCTURE

HONG WEI CHINESE MEDICAL

Fully qualified & experienced, specialising in women’s health & 
Fertility.  Help with pain relief, emotional disorders, male/female 
conditions.  01708 454888 | hongweichinesemedicine.co.uk

ANXIETY AND SLEEP DISORDERS

HYPNOTHERAPYDEBONO.COM

Promoting good mental health and well-being, Helping 
make the change you want in your life for that inner peace. 
07504 919721

BEAUTY & NAILS

BEAUTY BY NATASHA KATIE

A local, mobile LVL Technician. Fully qualified level 2 and 
3 beauty therapist Babtac insured and approved. 07961 
462672

SPECIAL NAILS

Dedicated to provide the best quality nail care for Men & 
Women.  Walk-ins welcome, appointment bookings & gift 
vouchers available.  01708 442248

THE NAIL STUDIO

Nail Studio lets you switch off and pamper with highly skilled 
technicians providing top treatments and nail products to 
meet your every need. 07572 526519

WICKED WAXING LTD

Male and Female specialist waxing using hot and strip wax. 
20 years’ experience. Based in Epping with free parking. 
epping@wickedwaxing.com. 07368 684377

BESPOKE TAILORING

ROSS CARRINGTON BESPOKE TAILORING 

Bespoke suits, shirts, jackets, wedding attire, evening wear.
Alterations undertaken and visiting service available. 07824 
153880 | 020 7898 0599

BOILER & PLUMBING SERVICES

SIMPLY PLUMBING

All work guaranteed. Local plumber. Leaking taps-toilets-
overflows-radiators-showers-blockages-boilers repaired & 
installed. Call this number today 07711 840722

BUILDING

ADDSPACE LONDON LTD 

We provide a high quality Building service. Extensions, lofts 
and internal renovations. Members of Federation Master 
Builders. Call 020 8088 2870

BUILDING & CLAIMS

CONCEPT BUILDING SOLUTIONS

We are builders specialising in water & fire-damaged 
properties.  We put your home back to how it should be.  
020 8088 3418

CAR & VAN HIRE

SCENIC SELF DRIVE

Your self drive hire specialists.  Whether you require modern 
cars, motorhomes, vans or minibuses.  Rest assured we will 
provide you a professional service. 01708 753461

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY 

ARWIN CLEANING SERVICES

Over 30 yrs of exp, we can offer a professional, efficient and 
cost-effective solution for carpet and upholstery, cleaning 
and maintenance. 07973 417764

CHESS CLUB

VICKI’S CHESS CLUB

Vicki’s chess coaching - teaches and provides games 
of chess to children and adults in Ilford and Debden.  
Phone Vicki: 07849 435451 | Website: Vickischessclub.uk

CLEANING SERVICES

SPOTCLEAN LTD

Commercial & domestic services specialising in office, 
shop, new build, refurbished and residential cleaning.  
07940 213394

COMPUTER REPAIR & I.T.

MAPTEC IT 

Your local residential & commercial IT specialists. We can fix 
your computers, configure email accounts & printers. Setup 
your Wi-FI, Internet router & network.  020 3865 7174

DRAINAGE

UNITED DRAINS

A fast and professional plumbing/drainage service you can 
rely on, providing a 24/7 service. All planned, emergency and 
reactive works undertaken. Call 020 3637 6688

EMAIL LOUGHTON@VISIONMAG.CO.UK TO JOIN THE LISTINGS FOR £15 PER MONTH (+VAT)

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
EDUCATION

TUTOR DOCTOR 

All primary secondary subjects, 1:1 lessons, online or F2F 
in-home. Tutor matched to every child’s personality, weekly 
reports. Call 020 3856 4466 | www.tutordoctor.co.uk/wlcc

GARDEN SERVICES

JOHN HEARNE

We take care of it all Lawn Mowing, Weeding, Planting, 
General Tidying, Fence/Shed Painting, Driveway/Patio 
Pressure Washing and more. Call for details 07908 523101

HANDYMAN SERVICES 

CMB PROPERTY GROUP 

Handyman, Maintenance & Refurbishments. Decorating, 
Plastering, Tiling, Re-siliconing etc. Small enough to care, 
big enough to make a difference! Call 07972 203096

 
HEALTH & WELLBEING 

IMPROVE YOUR SMILE DENTAL PRACTICE

Est. in 1986. Encompassing all needs from basic oral health 
to advanced dental procedures and high-end cosmetic 
treatments. New patients welcome. 020 8504 2704

ALI ALOE 

Health & wellness company requires help! Flexible hours, 
work from home, suits busy people, full/part-time. 
Text or call Alison 07932 717496

HOME CARE

RADFIELD HOME CARE

Award winning, personalised home care. Meal prep, personal 
care, medication assistance, companionship, dementia 
care. 0208 154 1753 | chingford@radfieldhomecare.co.uk

LOCKSMITHS

KEYTEK LOCKSMITHS

From Lock outs to security upgrades, our fully trained DBS 
checked Locksmiths are the experts | Call 020 3897 2686 
| Quote: 15079

PAINTING & DECORATING

PGA DECORATING SPECIALIST    

Interior - exterior - paper hanging specialists in Window 
repair care.  07769 646357 | www.pgadecoratingspecialists.
co.uk | pgadecorators@yahoo.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ROHINI

Family | Maternity | Newborn | Baby | Milestone | Cake Smash 
| Portrait | Headshot | Christmas | Event | Engagement | 
Wedding. Immortalise precious moments. 07740 292383

PLUMBING & HEATING

BOILR

BOILR offer servicing, installations, repairs and plans. Local 
Gas Safe engineers for all your needs. Please call today on 
020 3576 2386

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 

LILLYWHITE PROPERTY GROUP

For all building works, full refurbishments & property 
maintenance inc heating, plumbing, electrical, decorating, 
flooring, tiling & plastering etc. Call today on 07949 394403

STUART GREEN PROPERTY SOLUTIONS

Property maintenance specialist. Carpentry, painting/
decorating, laminate flooring, bath/shower re-siliconing, 
gutters cleared/repaired, insurance work, PLI. 07917 870879

ROOFING

JIM BARR ROOFING

Exterior cleaning/maintenance. Gutters, Paving, UPVC; 
cleaned, repaired, renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833 572459

WEB DESIGN & PRINTING

SWIVEL CREATIONS

25+ yrs exp, we are specialists in web, print, clothing and 
embroidery. Professional, affordable, reliable. 01992 570383 
| 07736 879233 | www.swivuk.co.uk | info@swivuk.co.uk

PHOENIX ROAD CREATIVE

25+ years Web Design & Marketing to reach your 
audience. Let’s get digital! hello@phoenixroadcreative.com |  
www.phoenixroadcreative.com | 07462 528494

DISCLAIMER:  VISION  does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any products, 

information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other information or offer 

in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the individual authors and 

do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION .

£180for just 
+VAT 
per yr

JOIN THE 

LISTINGS... 

To advertise call Vision on 0208 088 0386

WORDLADDER: FANG, FANS, BANS, BINS, BITS, BITE
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♦ 

IS Beauti�u 
At City Bathrooms we believe everyone deserves a beautiful bathroom 
that's why our passion for luxury products, first-class rnstomer service 
and expert bathroom advice is at the heart of everything we do. 

citybathrooms.com 

City Bathrooms 
11 Raven Road, South Woodford EIS IHB

Telephone: 020 8504 5152 

11 Raven Road, South Woodford E18 1HB

Telephone: 020 8504 5152

Email: sales@citybathrooms.com
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PUZZLES& Trivia
u BADGER

u BIRDS

u CAMPING 

u DEER

u FLOWERS

u FOX

u LEAVES

u LOG

u MUD

u OWL

u POND

u RABBIT

u RAIN

u RAMBLERS

u SPIDER

u SQUIRREL

u TREES

u TWIGS

u WEEDS

u WILDLIFE

Did you know?

uBraille is a tactile code that enables blind 

and visually impaired people to read using 

raised dots and dashes set onto paper.

uBraille was created in 1824 by Louis Braille, 

a French educator who lost his sight at the 

age of three when he was playing in his 

father’s workshop. The sharp tool he was 

holding slipped and struck him in the eye, 

leading to an infection that caused total 

blindness in both eyes.

uLouis was inspired by the system of night 

writing, a military code used by the French 

army in the 19th century to communicate 

at night without speaking.

uThe Braille Challenge takes place in North 

America annually. Competitors are tested 

on skills such as spelling, speed and 

accuracy, and reading comprehension.

THE AIM: Change the 

word at the top of the 

ladder one letter at a time 

to make the word at the 

bottom. 

HOW TO: Change one 

letter on each step to 

make a new word. By the 

time you reach the end, 

you should have created 

the new word. 

DO NOT rearrange the 

order of the letters. 

TIP: There is usually  

more than one way to 

solve this puzzle. 

Word ladder

FANG

BITE

K T Z N A F N U N S J N S J H

T T I O O Q O X O F P O N D J

F A S B Y E F I L D L I W S N

R U E G B Q C I X L W O D S T

M S V F W A N R W E Q R J L A

T O A L U T R W E T I N Y O L

V W E O I R J A L B T L T G E

S F L W M S R E L B M A R B R

O R G E O Z C S T B H E S A R

D L U R S A T I D H S E W D I

X E Y S M P W L W E E S L G U

T T E P W L I M E R E Y C E Q

A T I R U S G D T Z L W D R S

T N O I T A S M E Q S W I U E

G B U I R O Z S K R N R R X M

P
U

Z
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GET IN TOUCH FOR MORE INFORMATION & TO BOOK

01992 276063

www.funkymonkhotel.com

236 High Street, Epping, CM16 4AP  funkymonkhotel


